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Get up to speed quickly on the latest in user experience strategy and design

UX For Dummies is a hands-on guide to developing and implementing user
experience strategy. Written by globally-recognized UX consultants, this
essential resource provides expert insight and guidance on using the tools and
techniques that create a great user experience, along with practical advice on
implementing a UX strategy that aligns with your organisation's business goals
and philosophy. You'll learn how to integrate web design, user research, business
planning and data analysis to focus your company's web presence on the needs of
your customers, gaining the skills you need to be effective in the field of user
experience design.

Whether it's the interface, graphics, industrial design, physical interaction or a
user manual, being anything less than on point can negatively affect customer
satisfaction and retention. User experience design fully encompasses traditional
human-computer interaction design, and extends it to address all aspects of a
product or service as perceived by users. UX For Dummies provides
comprehensive guidance to professionals looking to understand and apply
effective UX strategies.

Defines UX and offers assistance with determining users and modelling the●

user experience
Provides details on creating a content strategy and building information●

architectures
Explores visual design and designing for specific channels●

Delves into UX testing and methods for keeping your site relevant●

The UX field is growing rapidly as companies realise that meeting your business
goals requires a web presence aligned with customer needs. This alignment
demands smart strategy and even smarter design. Consultants, designers and
practitioners must all be on board if the result is to be cohesive and effective. UX
For Dummies provides the information and expert advice you need to get up to
speed quickly.
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Get up to speed quickly on the latest in user experience strategy and design

UX For Dummies is a hands-on guide to developing and implementing user experience strategy. Written by
globally-recognized UX consultants, this essential resource provides expert insight and guidance on using
the tools and techniques that create a great user experience, along with practical advice on implementing a
UX strategy that aligns with your organisation's business goals and philosophy. You'll learn how to integrate
web design, user research, business planning and data analysis to focus your company's web presence on the
needs of your customers, gaining the skills you need to be effective in the field of user experience design.

Whether it's the interface, graphics, industrial design, physical interaction or a user manual, being anything
less than on point can negatively affect customer satisfaction and retention. User experience design fully
encompasses traditional human-computer interaction design, and extends it to address all aspects of a
product or service as perceived by users. UX For Dummies provides comprehensive guidance to
professionals looking to understand and apply effective UX strategies.

Defines UX and offers assistance with determining users and modelling the user experience●

Provides details on creating a content strategy and building information architectures●

Explores visual design and designing for specific channels●

Delves into UX testing and methods for keeping your site relevant●

The UX field is growing rapidly as companies realise that meeting your business goals requires a web
presence aligned with customer needs. This alignment demands smart strategy and even smarter design.
Consultants, designers and practitioners must all be on board if the result is to be cohesive and effective. UX
For Dummies provides the information and expert advice you need to get up to speed quickly.
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Editorial Review

From the Back Cover

Learn to:

Effectively apply UX strategies●

Determine your users to create a meaningful experience●

Build information architecture and content strategy●

Embrace testing and metrics to keep your experience relevant●

Apply UX strategies that align with business goals

If you want to learn the tools and techniques necessary for effective user experience (UX) design, this hands-
on guide has you covered. Written by a team of experts from one of the world’s leading UX consultancies,
UX For Dummies defines what UX is, why you should focus on it, and how you can embrace best practices.
What are you waiting for?

The A-Z of UX — get the lowdown on UX basics, from understanding how a typical UX project works to●

how it benefits your business—and everything in between
Tame the beast — survey your competitors, develop content strategy, build the information architecture,●

and design for specific channels
Dive into visual design — develop mood boards; understand typography, color, and photography; build●

design comps; and create style guides
Put it into action — find out how testing can save your UX, measure your UX and keep it relevant, bring in●

the experts, and more
“X” points on UX — discover 10 reasons the user is your most important consideration, 10 UX principles●

that never change, and 10 ways to ensure your UX is best in class

Open the book and find:

The benefits of good UX design●

The building blocks of the UX design process●

Info on user experience versus usability●

Tips on designing a user journey●

Ways to determine appropriate content for your users●

Guidance on creating a sitemap●

Common testing myths in UX●

The scoop on capturing and reporting metrics●

Where to find UX help●

Determining who your users are●

Keeping your UX relevant●

About the Author

Donald Chesnut is Chief Experience Officer and global lead for Experience Design at SapientNitro, one of
the world’s leading agencies in User Experience Design. Kevin Nichols is Director and Global Practice Lead
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for Content Strategy at SapientNitro.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Aaron Ryan:

The book UX For Dummies make you feel enjoy for your spare time. You can use to make your capable far
more increase. Book can for being your best friend when you getting tension or having big problem together
with your subject. If you can make studying a book UX For Dummies being your habit, you can get
considerably more advantages, like add your own capable, increase your knowledge about several or all
subjects. It is possible to know everything if you like open and read a reserve UX For Dummies. Kinds of
book are a lot of. It means that, science e-book or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about
this publication?

Julie Slocum:

The book with title UX For Dummies contains a lot of information that you can find out it. You can get a lot
of help after read this book. This particular book exist new know-how the information that exist in this guide
represented the condition of the world today. That is important to yo7u to understand how the improvement
of the world. This kind of book will bring you inside new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the e-
book with your smart phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

Reuben Beaubien:

Reading a book for being new life style in this calendar year; every people loves to study a book. When you
learn a book you can get a lots of benefit. When you read guides, you can improve your knowledge, since
book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what forms of book that you
have read. If you wish to get information about your analysis, you can read education books, but if you act
like you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, such us novel, comics, and soon. The UX For
Dummies will give you a new experience in studying a book.

Dianna Weaver:

Do you like reading a e-book? Confuse to looking for your favorite book? Or your book had been rare? Why
so many query for the book? But any kind of people feel that they enjoy to get reading. Some people likes
reading, not only science book and also novel and UX For Dummies or even others sources were given
expertise for you. After you know how the fantastic a book, you feel wish to read more and more. Science e-
book was created for teacher or students especially. Those publications are helping them to add their
knowledge. In other case, beside science book, any other book likes UX For Dummies to make your spare
time considerably more colorful. Many types of book like this.
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